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Purpose of Report 

Attached to this report is a draft Interim Letter of Expectations (LOE) for Education New 
Zealand (ENZ) for your consideration and feedback (Annex 1). The draft incorporates 
comments from ENZ and Steve Maharey, the ENZ Board Chair. 

Recommended Actions 

The Ministry of Education recommends you: 

EITHER 

a. provide feedback on the draft interim LOE by 17 July 2020, so that the interim LOE
can be completed by the end of July

Yes / No 

OR 

b. agree to sign and send the LOE to the ENZ Board Chair

Agree / Disagree 

c. proactively release this Education Report, alongside the final LOE, once completed

Release / Not release 

Jan Breakwell  Chris Hipkins 
Acting Deputy Secretary Minister of Education 
Strategy, Planning and Governance 
10/07/2020 __/__/____ 26   7  2020

s 9(2)(a)
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Background 

1 In the context of Covid-19 and its severe impacts on the international education sector, 
some of the work of Education New Zealand (ENZ) has changed significantly and 
performance measures need to be amended. The Strategic Recovery Plan for 
International Education (the Recovery Plan) agreed by Cabinet on 22 June 2020 sets 
out a new international education work programme building on the vision and 
objectives of the International Education Strategy 2018-2030.  

2 An interim Letter of Expectations (LOE) that remains in place for the duration of the 
Recovery Plan is required to state your expectations specifically for the Covid-19 
Response and Recovery and confirm ENZ’s leadership role in this context. An outline 
of the interim LOE was provided to you on 3 July 2020 [METIS 1234368]. The interim 
LOE will sit alongside the current LOE from 2018, which sets expectations for the wider 
education sector.  

3 We will provide you with more detail on how ENZ has performed against its current 
LOE in our advice on Quarter 3 and 4 of the 2019/20 financial year, by the end of July 
2020.  

Draft Letter of Expectations 

4 We have structured this draft interim LOE to highlight ENZ’s role in Phase 2 and 3 of 
the Recovery Plan; and to provide clear expectations about governance arrangements 
and operational measures.  

5 ENZ’s will lead Phase 3 of the Recovery Plan and continue to lead general consultation 
and engagement with providers and international students. ENZ will support the 
Ministry of Education (the Ministry), which is leading Phase 2.  

6 On behalf of the Secretary for Education, ENZ will convene and chair a Senior Officials 
Group that will be established to support governance and implementation of the 
Recovery Plan. All agencies responsible for individual work streams under the 
Recovery Plan will report to the Senior Officials Group. 

7 Current decision rights of the Minister of Education, the Secretary for Education, and 
the ENZ Board remain unchanged. 

8 ENZ will undertake a financial review so that, where possible, discretionary 
expenditure can be reprioritised and appropriate trade-offs made to reflect the new 
market environment. 

9 In preparing this draft interim LOE, we consulted with ENZ, ENZ’s Board Chair and 
relevant policy groups in the Ministry.   

Next steps 

10 We require any feedback on this draft interim LOE by 17 July 2020, so that it can be 
finalised at the same time as governance arrangements are put in place (due by the 
end of July 2020). If you any have feedback on this draft, we will send you an updated 
version no later than 24 July 2020. 

11 You can sign and send the draft interim LOE now if you do not wish to provide any 
feedback.  
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12 If your expectations of ENZ change significantly after you send the interim LOE to the 
Board Chair, you may send a supplementary letter at any time.  

Proactive Release 

13 It is intended that this Education Report is proactively released alongside the final LOE, 
as per your expectation that information be released as soon as possible. Any 
information which may need to be withheld will be done so in line with the provisions 
of the Official Information Act 1982. 

Annexes 

Annex 1: Draft interim Letter of Expectations 
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